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Galerkin-Fiiiite Element Methods for Parabolic
Equations
Vidar Thomée

The purpose of this paper is to present a survey of error estimates for Galerkinfinite element methods applied to parabolic initial-boundary value problems. In
doing so we shall depend on known results pertaining to the corresponding elliptic
problem. We shall concentrate on the error originating from the discretization in
the space variables and only quote at the end some work related to the discretization
in time.
Before we state our parabolic problem we consider briefly the elliptic problem
Au=—

N
d (
du\
J?*—\aikTi— + fl o w = /

j,k=iàXj

\

dxk)

in Q9 u = 0 on dQ9

where Q is a bounded smooth domain in RN and where the coefficients are smooth
with (ajk) positive definite and a0 nonnegative in Ü. This problem may also be
stated in weak form: Find UÇLH](Q) such that
A(u9y) = (f9(p) for <peHè(Q)9
where
A(u9v)=

f\ 2 ajk-K-~ïï~" +^uv\dx9
û U*=i oxk oxj
)

(u9v)=

£

fuvdx.

Let {Sh} denote a family of finite dimensional subspaces of HQ(Q)9 depending
on the "small" parameter h9 with the property that for some integer rs>2,
inf {Bw-zfl +

ftlw-rixHCftlwIL.

for

weHi(Q)nHr(Q)9

where || • ||5 denotes the norm in HS(Q) and || • || = || • ||0. A simple example (with
r=2) of such a family is obtained by approximating the domain ß from the interior
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by a union Qh of triangles with diameter at most h9 and considering continuous
functions which are linear on each triangle and vanish outside Qh. More generally, one may consider continuous functions which reduce to polynomials of
degree r — 1 on triangles. Nontrivial modifications near the boundary are then
often necessary.
The "standard" Galerkin-finite element method for our boundary value problem
is then to find uh^Sh such that
Aui»X) = (J>X) for x£Sh.
Setting e=uh—u we have at once A(e9%)=0 for /GS,, and hence
C-i\\e\\l^A(e9e) = A(e9x-u)^C\\e\\1
so that by our assumptions on {Sh}9
lklli<C,Är"1ll«llr for

inf \\u-x\\i,
xtsh

ueHi(Q)nHr(Q).

A famous duality argument by Aubin [1], Nitsche [18] and Oganesjan and Ruchovetz
[23] shows the L2 estimate needed to conclude the optimal order error estimate
IMI + &lklli<CÄr||u||, for

ueHi(Q)nHr(Q).

We now turn to our main target, the initial boundary value problem (ut=du/dt9
*+ = {f>0}).
(1) ut+Au=f

in QXR+,

w = 0 on dQXR+9

u(x90) = v(x) in ß,

which we write in weak form, with «(•, ì)C.HQ(Q)9
(ut9 q>)+A(u9 q>) = (/, (p) for (p^H}(Q).
The corresponding "standard" Galerkin-finite element semidiscrete problem is
then to find uh(t)£Sb such that
(2)

(u,ltt,X)+A(uh9x) = (f,X) for x£Sh9 t> 0, uh(0) = vh9

where vh is a suitable approximation of v in Sh. This may be considered as an
initialvalue problem for a system of ordinary differential equations in the coefficients
of uh with respect to some basis in Sh.
Error estimates for (2) were given in e.g. Price and Varga [24], Douglas and
Dupont [11], Fix and Nassif [15], Wheeler [32] and Dupont [14]. We show the following for e=uh — u.
THEOREM 0.

For u sufficiently smooth in ßX[0, t0] and with a suitable choice

of vh we have
l|e(0ll + * WOlli <= C(u)W for O^t^

t0.

PROOF. Following Wheeler [30] we define the elliptic projection P^. / / ^ ( ß ) - * ^
by A(P1u—u9 %)=0 for XéS,,. By above we then have

(3)

\\P1u-u\\+h\\P1u-u\\1^Chr\\u\\r

for

uÇ.Hl(Q)nHr(Q).
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In the parabolic case, set 6=uh—P1u and Q^P^—U.

(0t9x)+A(09x)=-(Qt,x)
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By our definitions we have

for xeSh.

Choosing in particular # = 0f we find
1|0 I|2+

'

T^ ( 0 ' 0 ) = ~ (e " 0,) * T ie ' l|2+ T l|0'r-

Hence after integration, with vh=Pxv so that 0(O)=O, in view of (3),
C-*||fl||î < A(ß, Q)(t) *A(ß, 0)(O)+ f\\Qt\\*dx<

C(u)h*.

0

This completes the proof since e=6 + g so that, using (3) once more,
lkll+ANIi<ll8ll+*llclli+lieili<c(«)Ä'.

In the rest of this paper we shall, following Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin
[8], write the semidiscrete equation in a somewhat different form. Thus let
Th : L2(Q)-+Sh denote the solution operator of the discrete elliptic problem, defined by
(4)
A(Thfx) = (f9x) for Z 65».
The semidiscrete problem (2) may then be written
(5)

Thu1ht + uh = Thf for t > 09 uh(0) = vh.

The continuous problem (1) may analogously be put into the form
(6)

Tut+u = Tf for t ^ 0, w(0) = v,
1

where T=A~ . The operator Th has the properties :
(i) Th is selfadjoint, positive semidefinite on L2(Q) and positive definite on SIt9
(ii) There is an integer r ^ 2 such that
\\Thf-Tf\\ ^ œ\\f\\s_2 for

2^s^r.

We may now consider the discrete problem (5) assuming only that Th is an
approximate solution operator of the elliptic problem satisfying (i) and (ii). In this
fashion we also include into our considerations methods other than the standard
Galerkin method described above. For instance, one may cover situations when the
functions in Sh cannot easily be made to satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. One way of dealing with such a situation, which is contained in the above
framework, is to use in the discrete problem rather than the bilinear form A ( •, • )
a form with boundary terms, such as the following form proposed by Nitsche [19],
B„(v, w) = A(p, w)-(v, ^ ) - ( f ^ . w)+ßh~\v,

w),

where <•, -> denotes the inner product in L2(dQ)9 d/dv the con ormai derivative
on dQ and ß a positive constant. Another method included is the Lagrange
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multiplier method of BabuSka [2] which employs a separate family of approximating
functions on dQ.
Subtracting (6) from (5) we find for the error
(7)
Thet + e = Q = (Th-T)Au = (P x -/)w,
where the elliptic projection is now defined by P1 = ThA. Using the properties
(i) and (ii) one proves easily by the energy method (cf. [8]) :
THEOREM

1. We have for *s>0,
\\e(t)\\ < C{|| ß (0)||+A r [|bl| r +/||M,|| r dT]}.
0

In particular, for the homogeneous equation (/=0) with vh=P±v or P0v (P0
denotes the L2-projection onto £,,), we find under the appropriate compatibility
conditions on v at dQ9
\\e(t)\\^Cshr\\vl+s;
a somewhat more precise argument yields this inequality with e=0. In this case,
it is in fact possible to show convergence of order r, even for time derivatives,
under much weaker regularity assumptions than above, when t is bounded away
from zero (cf. [8]).
THEOREM 2.

Let j^O

and vh=P0v. Then for the homogeneous equation,
\\D{e(t)\\ < Clrt-'l*-*\\v\\ (Dt=d/dt).

Results of this nature were also discussed by spectral representations in Blair [4],
Thomée [28], Helfrich [17], Fujita and Mizutani [16] and recently by the energy
method in Sammon [25].
The estimate of Theorem 2 for the homogeneous equation may be combined
with Theorem 1 to derive error estimates for the nonhomogeneous equation for
t bounded away from zero, which require smoothness of the solution only near t
(cf. [30]).
THEOREM 3. Let j^O
for f;x5>0,

and vh=P0v. Then for the general nonhomogeneous equation,

\\D{e(t)\\ ^ C / f { i | | A z « ( 0 l l r + f\\DJt+1u\\rdT
l

'=0

t-0

+ \\v\\ + f 11/11 dz\.
J

o

In one application below, we shall need an error estimate in H1 (cf. [31]).
THEOREM 4. Consider the standard Galerkin method (2) for the nonhomogeneous
equation and let vb=PQv. Then for fx5>0,

BD/eWHi-sCfc^fi

sup ||2>Mt)ll,+(/l|ZV +1 «l^idT) 1/2 }

W-0 t-ö^rst

+CA'{N + /||/||rfT}.

\zt

' •»
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The above estimate in H1 shows an order of approximation in the gradient of
the solution which is one order less than that for u itself. We shall now present
a result from [30] which shows that if the finite element spaces are based on uniform
partitions in a specific sense (which we shall here only refer to as uniform) in the
interior domain ß 0 , then difference quotients of uh may be used to approximate
any derivative of u in the interior of ß 0 to order 0(hr). This generalizes a result
in the elliptic case by Bramble, Nitsche and Schatz [6]. In addition to the global
norms used above we use for S c ß the norms |-| fl and ||-||Sjß in L°°(Ü) and
HS(Ü)9 respectively, and set JV0=[JV/2] + l.
THEOREM

5. Let Sh be uniform on ß 0 c ß and assume that Th is such that
A(Thf9x) = (f,x) for

x£Sh with s u p p l e ß 0 .

Let vh=P0v and let Qh be a finite difference operator approximating Da with order
of accuracy r. Then for t s* S > 0, ß 2 c e ß 2 c e ß 0 ,
\QiMh{!)-D«u(t)\Q^Chr{

sup ||w(T)||r+,a,+No,ßl

+ ( / ( K + | a | + * „ - l , ß l + NI?+ ll/ll2) dxfZ+\\v\\ + /«/H dx}.
t-0

Notice the local character of the stringent regularity assumptions.
We shall now turn to global estimates in the maximum-norm and denote by
| • | and | • |r the norms in LJ^Q) and W^(Q)9 respectively. The following result
was proved in [8] (for N=l9 cf. [33]).
THEOREM

6. Assume that Th satisfies

\Thw\*zC\Tw\l9
Then for />»0 we have

\\Thw\\ ^ CWTwW,.

KOI < c f ê V - W M O I + PÌMOll}.
The proof consists of a simple iteration argument using the error equation (7)
and noticing that Th is a bounded operator from Lq(Q) to Lp(Q) if

O^q^-p-^N'1.

Combining this with a property such as

KI-PJvl^Ch'Qogh-^rlvl
(for a survey of such estimates, see Nitsche [20]) and the above estimates for time
derivatives we have under the appropriate assumptions, for /;x5>0,
^(OI^C^Ä^log/i- 1 )* 2 -.
Using weighted norms, Nitsche [21] (cf. also Dobrowolski [10]) proved the following
result which is uniform for small t and in which the number of derivatives entering
is independent of N. Here we are concerned with the standard Galerkin method
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with A=— A and the subspaces are assumed to consist of C° piecewise polynomials
of degree /•—1 on a quasiuniform partition into simplices, or isoparametric modifications.
THEOREM

7. For Th and Sh as stated and with vh=P1v9r^39

we have for any N9

KOI ^ c//{|t/(/)|r+|Wf(0|,+(/k|MT)1/a}.
Recent work [26] shows that under the present types of assumptions the following
discrete a priori estimate holds for solutions of the homogeneous semidiscrete equation
(for N^5 under an additional assumption about the discrete elliptic problem),
namely
|W/l(0l^c(iog/T-^K|.
This has as a consequence for the error in the nonhomogeneous problem:
THEOREM

8. Under the above assumptions, and with vh=P1v9 we have

logi-j

{|ii(0|r+/H,A}.

In the analysis of different finite element methods for elliptic problems the duality
argument quoted above for showing L2 error estimates from the basic H1 estimates,
also yields error estimates in negative norms. To state such an estimate, set for
s^09 \\v\\-8=(Tsv9 v)1/2. This norm can be shown equivalent to
s u p ( y ^ ; (pÇ.C°°(Q)9 AJq> = 0 on dQ for j < s/2\.
The negative norm estimate for the elliptic problem can then be expressed as

\\(I-P1)u\\.^2)^C^-z\\ul

for uem(Q)nHr(Q)9

and thus shows convergence in || • |L(r_2) which is of higher order than that in the
L2-norm if r>2. In the rest of the paper we now assume this estimate to hold in
addition to (ii) or that now
(ii')

\\Thf-Tf\\-P < CÄ'+«+"B/||,. 0 < p, q «s r - 2 .

One may show similar estimates for the parabolic problem (cf. [31]).
THEOREM

9. With v,,=P0v or PjV we have for f>0,

WOIU-2) < Cft*-»{||»||,+ /iklUr}.
0

For the purpose of proof, one introduces the semi-inner product (v9w)_sh =
(T^v9 w) and the corresponding seminoma || • || _ sft . It can easily be seen by (ii) that

N-^cflMi.-.+Ä'IMi},
IMI_.<C{|H|_ M +Ä'N},

0 < s < r

_

2
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it is therefore sufficient to show the desired estimates in || - ]| Cl »>.» - This is
done by the energy method similarly to the proof for s=09 using the fact that Th is
selfadjoint and positive semidefinite with respect to (•, •)-(r-2),ÄOne may also derive negative norm estimates for time derivatives. These require
additional smoothness only near t.
THEOREM

10. Let j^O

\\D{e(t)\\^2)^

and vh~P0v or Pxv. Then for *^<5>0,
C/^-*{Ì||A'"(0llr+
l / = 0

fW^uldT+fHldz}.
t-0

0

We shall now give two examples from [31] utilizing the above negative norm error
estimates to show pointwise convergence of order 0(h2r~2) for certain approximation procedures. Following Douglas and Dupont [12] such procedures are referred
to as superconvergent, in as much as they are of higher order than the optimal
order basic error estimates in L2 or L^. The first estimate in the literature of this
nature for Galerkin methods for parabolic equations (cf. [27]) concerned the pure
initial value problem in one space dimension, with Sh consisting of smooth splines
on a uniform mesh, and shows that if vh is taken as the interpolant of v9 then an
associated finite difference operator has accuracy of order 2r—2 and used known
results from finite difference theory. For collocation methods for ordinary differential equations a similar phenomenon was observed by de Boor and Swartz [5].
Our first example here concerns superconvergence at knots for C° elements
in one space dimension. This was proved first by Douglas, Dupont and Wheeler [13]
using as a comparison function a so called quasi-projection of the exact solution
into the subspace. Their approach required a more special choice of discrete initial
data and somewhat higher regularity of the exact solution than the one described
here.
Recall first the following simple fact for the solution of the two-point boundary
value problem
Au=f
on (0,1), M(0) = M(1) = 0,
and the corresponding
by (4) and where Sh
X(0)=x(l)=0 and with
the Green's function of

semidiscrete solution uh = ThfÇ.Sh where Th is defined
consists of piecewise polynomials of degree r — 1, with
only continuity required at the knot x=x0. With g=gXo
A with boundary values zero, we have for e=uh—u9

e(x0) = A(e9g) = A(e9g-x)

for

x£Sh.

Since g£Hr(09 x0)nHr(x09 l)nC°(0,1) one finds easily
\e(x0)\ < Chr-1||c||1 ^ C(u)W~2.
We now state a corresponding result for the parabolic equation.
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THEOREM 11. With the above assumptions on Th and Sh9 we have in the parabolic
case for any «>0,

|e(*b, 01 < c\lf-i 2 IIAMOII1+&rIIA"+M0ll + |IA"+1*(0ll- J .
It follows by our previous estimates that under suitable regularity assumptions,
|*(*o, 01 < C(u)W-* for f > 0.
The proof uses the representation

e(x091) = i(-iyz,(A'*, r^)+(-i)«+H^,+1^ r"g),
where g=gXo is as above, and
L(e9v) = (et9v)+A(e9v) = L(e9v-x)

for /CS,,,

J

and depends on the fact that T g may be well approximated by an element of Sh
In the case that the finite element spaces are based on uniform partitions in the
way quoted in connection with Theorem 8 in the interior domain ß 0 c czQc:RN9
it is possible to show that for any derivative D* one may find a local approximation
of Dau from uh in ß 0 . To see this wefirstquote the following lemma (Theorem 3
in [29]) which generalizes to the case of derivatives a construction due to Bramble
and Schatz [7].
LEMMA. Let dft denote the forward difference quotient corresponding to D* and
\\/ the B-spline in RN of order r—2. Then there exists a function Kh of the form

y

with ky=0 when \yj\^r—1 such that for ßxCicißoCcß, e=uh—u9
\Kh*dïuh-D*u\ai < C{Ä»-»|u| M + ,.| i l l a

+

2

ll^+ ^IU(r-2),ß0+Är-2 2 \dl+ Pe\fì0}9

|/3N=r-2+tf0

llltfr-2

w#A || •||_fr«a)i0 the dual norm to that in JHr0r"2(ß0).
In order to use this estimate we need to have at our disposal the appropriate
estimates for b\e. Such estimates may be derived by the techniques developed
for elliptic problems in Nitsche and Schatz [22], Bramble, Nitsche and Schatz [6]
and yield:
THEOREM

12. Under the above assumptions, we have for the parabolic problem
\Kk*diuh(t)-D*u(t)\Ql

< C(u)A»-»+C i{||/îîe(0IU(r.« i « i +A r - , y««(01 fl J,
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where C(u) depends on u and certain of its derivatives on Q0 at time t and m is
a positive integer.
Combining this with our above global estimates we have e.g. with vh=P0v9
for t^S>09
\Kh*àhUk(t)-^M\ai = 0(h*-*) as
ft-0.
Several of the papers referred to above complete the error analysis by also discussing the error introduced by discretizing in the time variable, particularly by
means of the backward Euler or Crank-Nicolson methods. For more general time
discretizations than these we quote in particular Crouzeix [9] for Runge-Kutta type
methods in the nonhomogeneous case and Baker, Bramble and Thomée [3] for estimates for homogeneous equations with smooth and nonsmooth data.
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